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COVERMASTER® is a dynamic and innovative company
devoted to providing solutions for the protection of sports
facility surfaces and the enabling of multi-use revenue
generation worldwide through a wide range of high
quality, proven products backed by exemplary customer
service and industry leading warranties.
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EVERGREEN® TURF COVERS
FIELD PROVEN TURF MANAGEMENT
GREENHOUSE EFFECT

When an Evergreen® cover is placed on turf, a greenhouse effect is created
underneath the cover. This provides an ideal growth environment, where the turf
retains a balanced amount of air, water, heat and sunlight to promote rapid seed
germination and deep root growth.

MAXIMUM COVERAGE

Evergreen® covers are designed to provide a protective barrier for all types of
turf. They shield the area from adverse growing conditions, including human and
wildlife interference, seed dispersal, and environmental concerns, like fertilizer
run-off. Evergreen® covers are a perfect complement to any turf management
program.

MATERIAL AND DESIGN

Evergreen® covers are made of a translucent polyethylene material with a
patented lace coating. Each cover is uniquely woven to be both permeable as
well as protective. The covers are UV treated, rot and mildew resistant and will
not show any significant wear or degradation by sunlight, even after years of
regular use. No other cover looks or performs like Evergreen®.

WINTER PROTECTION

Evergreen® was originally developed for winter protection and performs with
outstanding results against the harsh effects of this season. Evergreen® will
protect your turf from wind desiccation, erosion, frost and winter kill. It is also
very cost effective during these months, by limiting maintenance fees when turf
is dormant and producing quicker spring openings for greens by 2 - 3 weeks.

EARLIER GREEN-UPS

The warm temperature that the cover provides creates a greenhouse effect for
the turf. This means that the grass will grow faster, resulting in earlier spring green
ups. As well, it can delay autumn dormancy. This greenhouse effect creates a
longer growing season for the turf and will increase turf density, with better color.
NOT COVERED

COVERED

OUTSMARTING MOTHER NATURE

SEE THE DIFFERENCE WITH EVERGREEN®
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EVERGREEN® TURF COVERS
HOW IT WORKS

Air, water and heat flow through the cover, warming the soil and temperature
underneath the cover, which improves the root structure of the turf and helps
seeds to germinate faster.
Any excess heat created
in this greenhouse
environment escapes
through the patented
venting system and a
balanced exchange
occurs. Evergreen®
provides an optimal
environment for
protection and
accelerated growth
for all types of turf
applications - no other
cover compares!

SMART EDGE TECHNOLOGY™

Only Evergreen® has the revolutionary SMART EDGE TECHNOLOGY™. The secret
is the patented lace coating, which provides integrity for the cover without the
need for hems and grommets. The cover will not pull apart in the middle, providing
protection against turf damage. Unlike other tightly woven covers which restrict
airflow, the lace coating on Evergreen® allows for the right amount of ventilation.
Every Evergreen® cover can be cut or shaped with ordinary scissors, without the
edges fraying or damaging the cover.

• Evergreen®’s edges will not fray
when cut
• Evergreen® can be cut to any
size or shape
• All Evergreen® covers come with
SMART EDGE TECHNOLOGY™

With SMART EDGE TECHNOLOGY™, Evergreen® is the most versatile cover
available. Unlike other covers, no hems or grommets are required! Re-size
the cover and you get a new smart edge that is just as reinforced and durable
as its original shape. Custom fit your cover for goal posts, sprinkler heads,
track edges and more. Additionally, anchor pegs can be placed anywhere
around the perimeter or in the body of the cover - they are not restricted to
predetermined grommet locations in hems.
NO HEMS REQUIRED, BUT ARE AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST.
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EVERGREEN® TURF COVERS FEATURES
AT-A-GLANCE

• Accelerates turf growth
• Easy installation & removal in minutes
• Lightweight one piece construction
• Perfect remedy for heavy wear areas, saves on turf cost
and maintenance
• Stronger & deeper root development
• Each cover comes with our exclusive SMART EDGE
TECHNOLOGY™- customize size and shape at any time
• Exclusive material that is only used in the turf industry

• Earlier spring green-up
• Delay dormancy for late season sports
• Vented to allow the perfect amount of air, water and
light penetration
• Non-absorbing and non-clogging, keeps the same
performance year after year
• Ideal for daily use and frost protection
• Anchor pegs can be placed anywhere on the cover
without damage
• No hems or grommets that restrict anchor peg placement
• Outlasts the competition

SIZING OPTIONS

Evergreen® is offered in standard sizes and can be shaped or resized onsite because of its SMART EDGE
TECHNOLOGY™. Custom sizing is available. Contact us for details.

INSTALLATION AND REMOVAL

Evergreen® is very lightweight and easy to handle. It can be removed quickly with very few people and will
not absorb water, which adds weight.

PRODUCT LINE

Evergreen® is available in 4 models: Radiant, Spectrum, Premium and Original, allowing for a wide range of
choices depending on budget and use requirements.

DIVERSE APPLICATIONS

Evergreen® has many applications and can be used for football, baseball and soccer fields, golf courses,
cricket pitches, horse race courses, turf farms and many new and existing construction projects. Evergreen®
is used all over the world for new turf growth, surface repair, and frost and winter protection.
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EVERGREEN® MODELS
EVERGREEN® RADIANT (SILVER LACE COATING)

WARRANTY
WITH SMART EDGE
TECHNOLOGYTM

12
YEARS

Evergreen® Radiant has a specialized silver lace coating designed to radiate additional heat back to the soil. With up to a 25% increase
in heat retention, this is our longest lasting and most specialized turf cover, incorporating new fabric technology. Evergreen® Radiant is
very effective for all types of climates and is extremely efficient for locations with a higher than average fluctuation in temperature. It also
features stronger UV inhibitors, which help to protect the cover, giving it longer durability. It has a 12-year pro-rated Limited Warranty and
includes our exclusive pink powder coated anchor pegs for easy installation and high visibility for removal.

EVERGREEN® SPECTRUM (ORANGE LACE COATING)

WARRANTY
WITH SMART EDGE
TECHNOLOGYTM

11
YEARS

Evergreen® Spectrum has an orange lace coating that is designed to work with the sun to provide the optimal light for turf growth. The
unique orange coating helps refract the sun’s penetrating light into an orange/red light for enhanced turf growth and health. Evergreen®
Spectrum has been made with our patented coating technology, protecting new and established turf and accelerating growth for all types
of applications. It is both dependable and reliable for multiple season use. Evergreen® Spectrum provides proven experience coupled with
an 11-year pro-rated Limited Warranty and includes our exclusive pink powder coated anchor pegs for easy installation and high visibility
for removal.
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EVERGREEN® MODELS
EVERGREEN® PREMIUM (GREEN LACE COATING)

WARRANTY
WITH SMART EDGE
TECHNOLOGYTM

10
YEARS

Evergreen® Premium has a dark green lace coating that is designed to draw in more heat, which can increase the ground temperature in excess
of 10°F (5.5°C). The color also has a great appearance that blends in with natural turf surroundings. Evergreen® Premium has been made with our
patented coating technology, protecting new and established turf and accelerating growth for all types of applications and constructions. It is both
dependable and reliable for multiple season use and has helped to set a standard for quality and longevity within the turf industry. Evergreen® Premium
provides proven experience coupled with a 10-year pro-rated Limited Warranty and includes our exclusive pink powder coated anchor pegs for easy
installation and high visibility for removal.

EVERGREEN® ORIGINAL (WHITE LACE COATING)

WARRANTY
WITH SMART EDGE
TECHNOLOGYTM
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YEARS

For over 35 years, our Evergreen® Original patented cover has set the standard for turf covers in the industry. Unlike competing covers, it works like
a greenhouse by allowing sun, air and moisture to penetrate the cover and reach the turf. This feature also allows any excess heat to be released
through its unique lace coating. Evergreen® Original is easily identified by its white lace coating and offers all the benefits of Evergreen® turf covers at
a price that can fit even the most modest of budgets. Evergreen® Original comes with a 7-year pro-rated Limited Warranty and uncoated anchor pegs.
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EVERGREEN® TESTIMONIALS
WHAT OTHERS ARE SAYING ABOUT
EVERGREEN® TURF COVERS
Real Salt Lake

Daniel Farnes, Head Groundskeeper
Salt Lake City, UT
We have used the COVERMASTER® Evergreen covers since I started here at Real Salt Lake
10 years ago. We have 7 fields and each field has a cover that we put down 10 – 15 times a
year. The only way we can play MLS games in the late fall and early spring here in Utah is with
the help of those covers because they give us the extra heat we need to start growing grass
in cold temperatures. We haven’t had to replace any yet, but when we do, I will definitely get
them from COVERMASTER® again.

Fayetteville Woodpeckers

Alpha Jones, Director of Field Operations
Fayetteville, NC
COVERMASTER® Evergreen turf covers are amazing! The color of our field’s Bermuda grass
is very important, so we need a cover that helps our grass get as green as possible. After we
remove the covers, the color of the grass is definitely there, and when you touch the turf, you
can feel the temperature difference and how great the texture is. Uncovered areas cannot
even compare, as the grass there is brown and brittle. In February, we host an Armed Forces
invitational event, so we need the Evergreen covers to raise soil temperatures and get the
grass out of dormancy, and they do the job every time.

New York Jets

Blake Hoerr, Director of Athletic Fields and Grounds
East Rutherford, NJ
It is night and day when comparing areas that are covered with Evergreen turf covers and
areas that are not. We put the covers on at the end of the season and don’t take them off until
mid-March, when we need to cut the grass because it has grown so much! My favorite thing
about these covers is the air flow underneath them - the covers can be on for three months
and I don’t have to worry about disease, unlike other covers that don’t let the field breathe. I
have been using these COVERMASTER® Evergreen turf covers for 14 years and will continue to
do so for the rest of my career!

Los Angeles FC

Gio Murillo, Manager of Turf and Grounds
Los Angeles, CA
COVERMASTER® Evergreen turf covers are one of the best! Their responsiveness is
unparalleled, and in cooler temperatures of 50-70°F (10-21°C) is when they work best. When
I take the covers off, the grass beneath is in phenomenal condition. I took advantage of the
Smart Edge Technology to cut out holes for our irrigation heads and it worked extremely well;
the grass gets watered and there is no ripping around the new edges. I would definitely buy
Evergreen turf covers again – no question about it.
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EVERGREEN® TESTIMONIALS
Los Angeles Memorial Coliseum
Scott Lupold, Sports Turf Manager
Los Angeles, CA

We used to have two teams using our field, which means that we needed a way to accelerate the turf’s recovery.
Our COVERMASTER® Evergreen® turf covers provide that solution for us, evoking a magical response in the
grass. The covers trap heat, resulting in the air underneath the cover to be as much as 20°F (11°C) warmer than
the surface air, allowing healthy grass to push through damage in cooler weather and gain 1-2 days of growth.
The covers provide a drastic boost in the condition of the turf and I would definitely purchase them again.

Baltimore Ravens

Sean Kauffman, Director of Turf Management
Baltimore, MD
We use our COVERMASTER® Evergreen® turf covers for a wide range of turf maintenance activities throughout
the year. We use them to extend the growing season for our Bermudagrass, help speed up the germination of
cool season grass seed, promote recovery of the field following events, help bring the grass out of dormancy
in the spring, and protect it from winter damage and desiccation. We have used other covers in the past, but
the results we received from the Evergreen® product were far superior! I’ve been fortunate to work with these
covers for 20 years now and will continue to use them for many more.

Seattle Seahawks

Sergio Pedroza , Field and Grounds Manager
Seattle, WA
COVERMASTER® Evergreen® turf covers are lightweight and easy to use, especially with the TarpMate AirTM
Rollers. I love the rollers, especially the newer ones with the handle and label because they are so easy to
use - I can now cover two full fields in only three to four hours with a small team of four to six guys! I also
took advantage of Evergreen® Smart Edge TechnologyTM and cut our covers to size, which worked extremely
well; the new edges didn’t rip and it only took an hour and a half to do a full-size NFL field; and now we have
a cover that perfectly fits our field! I have always used Evergreen® turf covers and don’t plan on changing that
anytime soon.

Tennessee Titans

Terry Porch, Sports Field Manager
Nashville, TN
We use the COVERMASTER® Evergreen® turf covers in a variety of ways: to help protect the grass through the
winter months, for earlier spring green up, to prolong the growing season, and to germinate the rye grass. We
usually start using them in mid-October and keep them on through to February. When we take them up, the
grass is always much greener than the areas that were not covered, proving that Evergreen® turf covers work
extremely well. I will continue to buy and use them for many years.

Iowa State University

Tim Van Loo, Director of Facilities and Grounds
Ames, IA
Primarily, we use our COVERMASTER® Evergreen® turf covers to extend the growing season in the fall for
football, but we also use them to prevent freezing, to keep the turf warmer, for germination in the spring, for a
spring green up, and as a frost cover. When we remove the covers the grass is very green, long, healthy, and
needs to be cut. For installation and removal, we use the TarpMateTM Air Rollers, which are amazing because
we don’t have to fold the covers! With the rollers, installation only takes 45 minutes to an hour and removal is
even quicker at only 30 minutes with a team of 4-6 people. The ease and speed of use is unmatched, meaning
I would definitely purchase Evergreen® again.
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TARPMATE AIR™ ROLLER
TARPMATE AIR™ ROLLER

INSTALL OR REMOVE EVERGREEN®
TURF COVERS IN MINUTES
TarpMate AirTM is a revolutionary storage and handling system for field
covers. It eliminates the need to fold/unfold a cover prior to installation/
removal. Since TarpMate AirTM is lightweight, it only takes 2 people to roll
and unroll a 100ft (30m) wide field cover section, greatly reducing the time
and effort required to handle field covers and turf blankets. TarpMateTM Air
is easily inflated with standard backpack blowers.

READY TO ROLL WITH TARPMATE AIR™

EVERGREEN® LOADED
AND DEFLATED

EVERGREEN® ROLLED FOR
STORAGE

SIZES:
• 39” Diameter x 95’ Long / 1m x 29m
• 39” Diameter x 75’ Long / 1m x 22.9m
• Custom Lengths Available
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STORAGE FOR ENTIRE FIELD
OF EVERGREEN®

ACCESSORIES
TARPMATE AIR™ ROLLERS
INSTALL OR REMOVE EVERGREEN®
TURF COVERS IN MINUTES

▲

WATCH VIDEO
covermaster.com/tair

ANCHOR PEGS

Evergreen® covers are easily secured by
simply folding the outside edge and pushing
the anchor pegs through. Highly visible
pink coated anchor pegs are supplied
with Radiant, Spectrum and Premium
models. Uncoated pegs are supplied
with the Original model.

COVER DISK

The optional Cover Disk allows for more
secure anchoring of Evergreen® covers
in high wind conditions when used with
the included anchor pegs. They allow
sunlight to penetrate and can be placed
anywhere on the cover.

▲

WATCH VIDEO
covermaster.com/apeg
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THE COVERMASTER® STORY
When it comes to any kind of sports surface, COVERMASTER® is proud to be the first choice
for protection. Stadiums, outdoor sports fields, gymnasiums, ice arenas, tennis courts...
even golf courses and equine facilities... for more than 50 years, COVERMASTER® has been
leading the industry with cover solutions that both protect and increase the versatility of
athletic venues worldwide.
Products from COVERMASTER® can convert sports centers into revenue-generating, multipurpose facilities. Our unparalleled range of gym floor covers are easy to install and remove,
slip-resistant, and durable. While other companies offer surface protection as a sideline
business, we make it our specialty.
We supply innovative products made from the highest quality materials and provide
unmatched customer service. That’s what makes our lineup the preferred choice among
discerning facility professionals around the world. In fact, 90% of National Football League
teams, 90% of Major League Baseball teams and 85% of Major League Soccer teams are
using one or more COVERMASTER® covers on their fields.
With our online ordering system, facility managers have an easy, 24/7 way to shop for
standard items, request a quote on specialized options or receive a free sample.
Explore our ever-expanding selection of supporting products including spot covers,
windscreens, seat covers, indoor and outdoor wall padding and temporary roadways. As
well, our printing capabilities that are ideal for everything from custom team graphics to
sponsor advertising.
Whether it’s a new gymnasium floor, turf, ice, or dirt, COVERMASTER® solutions are your
best choice for premium, cost-effective protection and long service life.

Follow us on
SOCIAL MEDIA
For the latest in sports surface
protection, industry news and tips

covermaster.com/ln

covermaster.com/tw

covermaster.com/fcb

covermaster.com/ig

Other Available Products:
BASEBALL / SOFTBALL / CRICKET

GYMNASIUM / GYM FLOOR

TURF PROTECTION

FOOTBALL / SOCCER / RUGBY

INFLATABLE FIELD COVER

THE COVERMASTER STORY
SEAT COVERS
/ SPORTS SIGNAGE

ICE ARENA CONVERSIONS

SPORTS SURFACE COVERS

WHEN WEATHER WON’T COOPERATE

THE POSSIBILITIES ARE ENDLESS

EXPANDING YOUR POSSIBILITIES

WhenSEATING
it comes to any kind
of sports surface, Covermaster Inc. is proud to be the first choice
CREATIVE
CONTROL
for protection. Gymnasiums, ice arenas, outdoor sports fields, stadiums, tennis courts and

EXPANDING YOUR FACILITY’S POTENTIAL

ENHANCING YOUR FACILITY’S POTENTIAL

even golf courses... for more than 50 years, Covermaster has been leading the industry with
cover solutions that both protect and increase the versatility of recreational venues worldwide.

ULTIMATE SURFACE PROTECTION

PRODUCTS

Covermaster’s products can convert sports centers into revenue-generating, multi-purpose
facilities. Our unparalleled range of gym floor covers are safe, slip-resistant and durable. While
other companies offer surface protection as a sideline business, we make it our specialty.
We supply innovative products made from the highest quality materials and provide
unmatched customer service. That’s what makes our lineup the preferred choice among
discriminating Facilities Professionals around the world. In fact, 90% of National Football
League teams, 90% of Major League Baseball and 75% of Major League Soccer teams are
using one or more of Covermaster’s surface covers on their fields.

Gym Floor Covers

Baseball/Softball/Cricket Raincovers

Football/Soccer/Rugby Field Covers

With our online ordering system, Facilities Managers have an easy, 24/7 way to shop for
standard items, request a quote on specialized options or receive a free sample.
Explore our ever-expanding selection of supporting products including spot covers,
windscreens, seat covers and temporary roadways, or our printing capabilities that are ideal
for everything from custom team graphics to sponsor advertising.
Whether it’s a new gymnasium floor, turf, ice, or dirt, Covermaster solutions are your best
choice for premium, cost-effective protection and long service life.
To learn more, visit www.covermaster.com.

Gymnasium Carpet Series

Stadium Wall Padding

Evergreen Turf Covers

Gym Wall Padding

Windscreens/Sports Graphics

Inflatable Field Covers

Turf Protection & Roadways

Seat Covers & Sports Signage

Ice Conversion Covers

Follow us on
SOCIAL MEDIA
For the latest in sports surface
protection, industry news and tips

covermaster.com/ln

covermaster.com/tw

covermaster.com/fcb

covermaster.com/ig

Other Available Catalogs:

Other Available Products:
BASEBALL / SOFTBALL / CRICKET
WHEN WEATHER WON’T COOPERATE

INFLATABLE FIELD COVER
THE POSSIBILITIES ARE ENDLESS

GYMNASIUM / GYM FLOOR
EXPANDING YOUR POSSIBILITIES

SEAT COVERS / SPORTS SIGNAGE
CREATIVE SEATING CONTROL

TURF PROTECTION

EXPANDING YOUR FACILITY’S POTENTIAL

EVERGREEN® TURF COVERS
OUTSMART MOTHER NATURE

FOOTBALL / SOCCER / RUGBY
ULTIMATE SURFACE PROTECTION

SPORTS SURFACE COVERS
PRODUCTS

Gym Floor Covers

Gymnasium Carpet Series

Baseball/Softball/Cricket Raincovers

Stadium Wall Padding

Football/Soccer/Rugby Field Covers

Evergreen Turf Covers

Other Available Catalogs:
Gym Wall Padding

Windscreens/Sports Graphics

Inflatable Field Covers

Turf Protection & Roadways

Seat Covers & Sports Signage

Ice Conversion Covers
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